Autobiography of Anthony Trollope

ANTHONY TROLLOPE (1815 - 1882)
became one of the most successful, prolific
and respected English novelists of the
Victorian era. This is his biography in his
own words.

Anthony Trollope (1815-1882) started his writing career while working in Ireland as a postal surveyor. A satire from his
later writing, The Way We Live Now (1875) is often viewed as Trollopes major work, however, his popularity and
writing reputation diminished at the later stage of his life.Complete summary of Anthony Trollopes An Autobiography.
eNotes plot summaries cover all the significant action of An Autobiography.Anthony Trollope: Autobiography of
Anthony Trollope. 12. CHAPTER XII - ON NOVELS AND THE ART OF WRITING THEM (continued). In all this
human natureBuy An Autobiography by Anthony Trollope from Amazons Fiction Books Store. Everyday low prices on
a huge range of new releases and classic fiction.Anthony Trollope, (born April 24, 1815, London, Eng.died Dec. 6,
1882, London), English novelist whose popular success concealed until long after his deathTrollope describes this time
as two of the happiest years of my life. In the course of it, he visited Salisbury Cathedral and there, according to his
autobiography, he conceived the plot of The Warden, which became the first of the six Barsetshire novels.Though I do
not wish in these pages to go back to the origin of all the Trollopes, I must say a few words of my mother partly because
filial duty will not allow meAutobiography of Anthony Trollope. CHAPTER I. MY EDUCATION. 1815-1834. In
writing these pages, which, for the want of a better name, I shall be fain to callI hated the office. I hated my workthe
only career in life within my reach was that of an author.The only autobiography by a major Victorian novelist,
TrollopesIn the spring of 1868 before the affair of Beverley, which, as being the first direct result of my resignation of
office, has been brought in a little out of its turn I: An Autobiography of Anthony Trollope Oxford Worlds Classics)
(9780192838452): Anthony Trollope, Michael Sadleir, Frederick Page, P. D.Anthony Trollope An Autobiography. This
web edition published by eBooks@Adelaide. Last updated Wednesday, December 17, 2014 at 14:24. To the best of
Anthony Trollopes autobiography will delight you whether or not youve read (or listened to) any of his many works. His
honest ifIt is nearly twenty years since I proposed to myself to write a history of English prose fiction. I shall never do it
now, but the subject is so good a one that I Free kindle book and epub digitized and proofread by Project Gutenberg.
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